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Having recently attended a conference at the Data and Society Institute in
NYC, I learned that in Native Studies, it is traditional to begin a talk by acknowledging
the occupied land upon which we meet. As a result, I will begin by
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Like most semi-sane U.S. citizens, I am, at the moment, in a very cranky and mostly despairing
mood because of the current state of the political economy in the country where I was raised and
where I, at least temporarily, still reside. As a result, what I’m going to talk about today will reflect
this mood and my overall state of concern regarding how the U.S. got to where it is today, which I
firmly believe has something to do with the state of public education practices and policies. That
said, I will be “minding the gap,” meaning when I refer to public higher ed writing instruction, I do
so in a very specific national and regional context. For this presentation, I must ask that you, too,
“mind the gap” with respect to economic inequities that are sometimes overlooked in conferences
dedicated to technologies and literature and culture and the arts.
In this presentation, I have very little news to report, but I may have a somewhat unique
perspective on the ways in which some of the many pieces of this larger puzzle related to the
relationships amongst verbal language and technocultures fit together. Therefore, today, I am
going to do what I do best: make a few jokes and make a few generalizations. One last caveat: I
have been at various points in my life a fiction writer and I increasingly do not know whether
everything I write should just be categorized as fiction.
[Introduce DNA]
such
Having worked as a long-time college writing instructor and the founding director of a FYW
program at the City University of New York, a position I recently left because I was unsuccessful
in my attempts to negotiate for the full-funding of the program, I believe there are many reasons
why we should care about and attend to the definitions and dynamics of verbal language. And,
the work that I’m going to talk a bit about today, “At, Or To Take Regret,” a very late contribution
to Nick Montfort’s Taroko Gorge Remix Project (2009), is a reflection and commentary on these,
particularly in relation to the first year American college writing course. Like much of my recent
work-- “Wealth Begins With Human Need,” (a remediation of Chapter 1 of Volume 1 of Marx’s
Capital), “Can Machines Read? A QR Code Alphabet,” and the still in progress “What My
Computer ‘Sees,’” which seeks to document and concretize some small part of the environmental
impact of consumer digital culture, particularly in relation to social media--“At Or To Take Regret”
responds to Rita Raley’s call in her 2017 ELO Conference keynote to explore “concatenation,” or
the bringing together of disparate technical systems to disruptpositivist narratives surrounding the
transformative potential of “the digital.”
The title of my contribution to the Taroko Gorge Remix project, like the other contributions, has an
anagrammatic relationship to Monfort’s original title but includes a subtitle to draw attention to the
issue of grammars and its relations with the historical and contemporary roles of coding in college
writing instruction. Populating the variables in the code of Montfort’s “Taroko Gorge” poetry
generator with 34 words--the seven “FANBOYS,” an acronym for the coordinating conjunctions
(for, and, nor, but, or, yet, so) that is frequently taught and discussed in the first year writing
course; “then”; the verb “to be”; eight pronouns; eight prepositions; and nine terms for describing
types of nouns and noun phrases-- I created a potentially infinite set of statements that appear,
syntactically, to be prescriptive grammar rules, but, semantically, are actually nonsensical.
Intended to draw a reader’s attention to the question and definition of grammars in the teaching of
college writing, and to the increasingly absurd status of the emphasis on prescriptive grammar
rules when their functions can be, and in some instances, are being, replaced by machines, the
piece also seeks to draw attention to the mostly hidden and openly exploited labor of adjunct
higher ed writing instructors, to the ongoing hegemony of Standard Written English (SWE), the
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dialect upon which prescriptive grammar is based, and to the “hard coding” of the SWE dialect
into automated communications and educational tools.
Although grammar is often colloquially understood to refer to a set of rules applied to verbal
language to ensure its “proper” use, such rules constitute for linguists a very small part of the
universe of grammars. Descriptive Grammar, which is what contemporary linguistics defines as
its object of study, analyzes the components and structure of a language in its actual use. In
contrast, Prescriptive Grammar is “a collection of rules concerning what counts as socially
acceptable and unacceptable language use” (Santorini/Kroch, “The Syntax of Natural
Language”). This leads to a paradox for non-native speakers and writers of Standard Written
English and an old but persistent divide in the theory and practice of college writing instruction:
while the rules of descriptive grammar encompass and far exceed those of prescriptive grammar,
for students whose home dialect is not Standard Written English, prescriptive grammar rules,
which often occupy a large portion of the FYW course, end up being defined as the entire
universe of grammars, thus rendering non-native speakers of Standard Written English to a place
of permanent deficiency.
In terms of how all of this relates to my the larger research project, please refer to slides 13-19
and try to imagine what I might have to say about them ;).
From my perspective, the automation and, ultimately, commercialization of prescriptive grammar
in tools such as those available from Grammarly.com, Microsoft, and Google present a unique
opportunity to significantly compact or eliminate the time dedicated in the FYW course to the
“writing instructions” related to prescriptive grammar, which was always already a type of
“coding,” and to refocus the course on “writing instruction.” As a result, the course could become
one that assists students in better understanding structures of power embedded in intersections
of languages and technologies and the unique affordances of verbal language as a generative
medium. Elit can be read and taught to make visible and critique the past misuses of prescriptive
grammar instruction and the future perils of NLP and automated educational tools to verbal
language and to the rights and uses of human laborers.
The digital divide is a very real fact. I am generally a complete pessimist and I mostly believe that
old inequities are being coded into new media and, in the process, made even more invisible.
But John Cayley’s descriptions in his new book Grammalepsy of the reconfigurations of verbal
language that are taking place as a result of new technologies make me believe that these may
also present an opportunity for new kinds of critique and a re-thinking of what public education
means, how it can be accessed, and the roles and functions of FYW courses in it.
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DNA: A Networked Fic0on Project
(As one of the “last” hypertext ﬁc0on projects DNA (2008-2018)
may be the ﬁrst “fully outsourced” epistolary novel)
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34 words:

hdp://nickm.com/taroko_gorge/at_or_to_take_regret/
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Re-MediaPon: Text and/as Image/Moving Image

Wealth Begins With Human Need:
Remedia0ng Chapter 1 of Marx’s Capital

Machina0ons

Can Machines Read? A QR Code Alphabet
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Documenta0on: What My Computer “Sees”
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PopulaPng the
variables in the code of
Monjort’s “Taroko
Gorge” poetry
generator with 34
words--the seven
“FANBOYS” (for, and,
nor, but, or, yet, so);
“then” ; the verb “to
be”; eight pronouns;
eight preposiPons; and
nine terms for
describing types of
nouns and noun
phrases…
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“At Or To Take Regret: Some
Thoughts on Grammars” is a
reﬂec:on and commentary
on the ﬁrst year college
wri:ng course as one site
where humans and
technologies (deﬁned in the
broadest sense) have always
intersected.
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Oﬀering readers a space to
consider the historical and
contemporary roles of
grammars and their rela:ons
to “coding” in the teaching
and learning of college
wri:ng “At, Or To Take
Regret” generates a
poten:ally inﬁnite set of
statements that appear,
syntac:cally, to be
prescrip:ve grammar rules,
but are seman:cally
nonsensical.
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By genera)ng verbal
statements that can be
described as nonsensical
commands, the piece
seeks to draw a9en)on
to the func)ons and
legacy of prescrip)ve
grammar rules in the
FYW course, labor and
wage issues in higher-ed
wri)ng instruc)on, and
the roles of digital tools
in rela)on to both.
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Mapping the Universe of Grammars Across Disciplines
LinguisPcs
“In modern
linguisPcs, we adopt
a resolutely
descripPve
perspecPve
concerning language.
In parPcular, when
linguists say that a
sentence
is gramma0cal, we
don't mean that it is
correct from a
prescripPve point of
view, but rather that
it conforms to
descripPve
rules.” (“The Syntax
of Natural
Language”)

DescripPve Grammar

PrescripPve Grammar
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Mapping the Universe of Grammars Across Disciplines
WriPng Studies

In PracPce

In Theory

DescripPve
Grammar

PrescripPve
Grammar

PrescripPve Grammar
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DescripPve Grammar
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There Is Nothing “Natural” About Natural Language Processing

Human

Machine
Prescrip:ve
Grammar of
Machine
Coding
Informed by
SWE
Prescrip:ve
Grammar

Descrip:ve
Grammar

Prescrip:ve Grammar
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Automates Wri:ng of SWE and
Generates Simulated
Descrip:ve Grammar
expressed via NLP tools
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Some Very Big Questions: Where and How do the Disciplines of
Linguistics, Writing Studies, and Computer Science Intersect? How do they
Inform One Another? Where and How do they NOT Inform One Another?
How Do Money Flows From Government and Private Sources Shape Their
Relations and/or Non-Relations?
$
$
LinguisPcs +
( Psychology/
Philosophy/
Biology in so far as
they Relate to the
Study of Mind]

$

WriPng Studies

Computer Science
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How can we understand the ways that computer programming is changing our practices and
means of communication? And how do we account for new modes and technologies in
literacy?...Looking at programming from the perspective of literacy and literacy from the
perspective of programming, I make two central arguments: 1/ programming shows us what
literacy looks like in a moment of profound change; 2/ the history and practices of reading and
writing human languages can provide useful comparative contexts for contemporary
programming.
-Annette Vee, Coding Literacy: How Computer Programming is Changing
Writing, MIT UP, 2017.
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I am Interested in Explore Intersections Amongst Definitions of Language and
Technologies of Writing Instruction in the 19th c. and early 20th c.
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$
17th c. 18th c.

19th c.
20th c.
www.johannahrodgers.net
Time
@what_is_wriPng

21stc.

$
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“At, Or To Take
Regret” also seeks to
suggest that while
the value of SWE as a
transacPonal human
language in the 21stc.
American workplace
may be declining, its
importance in
exisPng Natural
Language Processing
tools and emerging
Automated EducaPon
Tools is only growing.
www.johannahrodgers.net
@what_is_wriPng
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Verbal Language, AutomaPon, and Labor
“Codework may be
wriPng, but only in so
far as wriPng was
always already
codework. … If we
insist on conceiving of
coding as a kind of
wriPng … The
quesPons become not:
Is coding wriPng or is
wriPng coding? But: In
what way does human
culture relate to the
culture of machines?”
--John Cayley, “Coding
as PracPce” (2008)
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Media Economies and the “Value” of Words
Wriden forms can be considered
“the circulaPng medium, the
money” of the fundamental
auditory symbols. As visual
symbols “they are a convenient
subsPtute for the economic goods
and services” of spoken
ones.” (Sapir, Language (1921))
An esPmated “3.4 trillion
words, roughly the equivalent
to the enPre contents of the
Library of Congress” are
posted globally to the web
each day (Clive Thompson,
“Write from the
Start” (2015)).
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Some ProposiPons I’d Like to Explore
1/ that verbal language, like every natural resource, has been
producPzed and commodiﬁed and conPnues to be so in new and
unique ways
2/ that somePme in the mid-20th century more money and resources
were dedicated to teaching machines to read and write than to
teaching humans to read and write.
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